
CDT FUTURE – 5 KEY QUESTIONS 

Summary of Comments from Individuals in CDT Plan Consultation – November 2015 
(Some Comments Abbreviated) 

  

Question 1. 

 

1. Do you support the vision of Cultybraggan Camp as a major visitor attraction and 

the feasibility work needed to further evaluate its potential for development?  
  

1. Yes 

2. No, vision of major attraction on national and international scale is unrealistic against heritage 

assets we have – also might be detrimental to the life of the village   

3. Yes - Greatest asset at the camp is the camp itself. Obvious big opportunity at Cultybraggan 

to bring the heritage potential of the camp to life and make it a must see destination for visitors - 

Every effort should be made to restore, preserve and maintain individual buildings and overall look. 

4. Yes  

5. No 

 I support the original vision – when we bought it  

6. In principle, I support the idea of developing the heritage side of the camp as an attraction 

for visitors - balanced with other uses, including local businesses and self-catering units. Research and 

planning needed, so numbers can be successfully managed - transport, road junctions etc  

7. Sort of (support the vision - ed) Keep the scale managed. Forget feasibility studies unless 

required for funding and be aware of whether this is a good idea?  

8. No 

It is our community on site. Proposed scale is too big and too weighted towards heritage and not the 

community  

9. No 

Need facilities and business start-up opportunities for young people.  

10. No 

 Infrastructure would not support a big tourist complex.  

11. Yes  

12. Yes 

 Always good to aim big, but to realise that organic growth is often more sustainable (as now) 

and developments tend to take much longer than planned. Local visitor attractions/tourism businesses 

could be real allies and should be consulted and involved, e.g. Auchingarrich and Comrie Croft.  

13. Yes 

 Great history to be shared and potential to benefit village more generally. I appreciate the 

efforts and know how much hard work it is.  

14. Yes, definitely 

 Don't want overdevelop – must keep integrity and sympathetic to what it was i.e. POW camp 

15. Yes,  

I support Cultybraggan as a visitor attraction. It would be a way to keep the camp preserved 

16. No 

Propaganda about site being of major historical or visitor interest. 2007 Little current camp activity 

apart from major commercial firm in own property; UK has one preserved POW site – does not need 

another.  

17. I support investigation into the feasibility of the Camp to provide some sort of heritage 

attraction BUT NOT for the whole Camp to be a heritage attraction. The findings of the feasibility 

study would need to be published along with full financial projections in order to make a fully-

informed decision. Without this information it is not possible for Members to make such a decision.  

18 Yes. It is the only way that the site can be fully protected, community activities can be 

funded/enhanced and local jobs can be created while the wider responsibility to a site of such 

importance is acquitted. The additional profits created by facility would bring wealth to the local 

economy and ease the difficulties associated with any project/need that may arise in the future 



 

Question 2. 

 

2. What would need to be developed on site, alongside heritage exhibitions, to attract 

local, national and international visitors and return visits?  
  

1. Genealogy and records of people based at the camp available for relatives to make 

connections 

3.  Depends on nature and extent of planned exhibitions. Adequate parking and means of 

transporting less able/older people around camp will be important. Leased outbuildings unattractive 

mess resembling a scrapyard in places, with an adverse effect for visitors – should be brought under 

control and tidied up with more care given in approving proposed activities for future tenants.  

4. Better safe access for all ages especially the youngsters. Attracting tourists – facilities – 

parking, toilet and café restaurant and heritage shops  

5. Not heritage  

6. Adequate parking, traffic management, café facilities, toilets, shop outlets (the three Ps – 

park, pee and pay for something). Needs to be flexible and updatable in order to attract repeat visits. 

Educational aspect in order to capture school/college visits etc.  

7. A few huts done up for use for tourists to experience camp life – minimal luxury. Larger huts 

improved to create community workshops – kitchen for a soup/jam making/large tapestry.  

8. I don't want to see heritage exhibitions. The huts should be used as originally proposed. The 

guardblock futures centre should be delivered.  

9. Need to focus on our community.   

11. Cafe, toilets, parking, safe access from village.  

12. Café (locally sourced food where possible), access to a watchtower for views, small shop 

(attached café with locally made memorabilia/gifts, play area. Attractive toilet facilities, dedicated 

parking area (not mixed up with businesses. The camp has potential to provide camping, caravan, 

motor home facilities on a permanent basis, if some space set aside and infrastructure improved.   

13. I'd look to the likes of the Eden Project that does themed visitor stays. Themes need to change 

to keep interest. Suspect some people would enjoy the idea of experiencing the life of a POW, but 

luxury of modern life in between if residential. Boot Camp idea fits with the theme - also Hill ground 

trails for sending people out onto if doing likes of boot camp.  

16. CDT has to cease to be an inner group relating to the Comrie community. CDT is widely 

thought of as having divided the community rather than united it - Serious mistrust of CDT by much 

of the community. CDT has to stop its perpetual had a questionable propaganda of doubtful 

provenance. Elements of the truth countered by absence of key facts that the CDT prefer not to reveal. 

Trust only likely to be regained if CDT works much work closely with Comrie community Council. 

In my view it is now too late for that and CDT should vacate what remains of the site.  

17. Whilst I can see the economic benefit of attracting national / international visitors – I think 

that the Trust’s priority should be about providing facilities for Comrie and the wider community that 

increases security (energy, food, job etc,) and resilience (ability to weather external shocks whether 

they are environmental or economic). Maintain a village presence. Raise bridging finance – what is 

the £195,000 for? Hasn’t the debt been paid off with the sale of Unit 109? Surely any finance raised 

should be for development capital for other projects that can be matched by grant funding?  

18 Educational opportunities; events (re-enactment and others); cultural quarters – music 

/theatre/dance/sculpture/art and craft - a food market to enjoy the fantastic efforts of the Orchard and 

possibly even the allotments - gardens to sit in and enjoy the special natural environment - perhaps 

more rugged woodland trails for people to be able to enjoy the spectacular views - a children’s 

playing area that was safe and enclosed - a café for use by everybody and a shop focused on visitors 

perhaps - traffic management and a solution to parking - in time, a diary of activities that are annual 

celebrations - a mix incorporating local businesses and more productively to support start-ups in a 

more practical ways than just giving them a building or provide training opportunities for local young 

people to gain skills that they might not otherwise be able to through normal educational routes.  

Question 3. 



 

3. If you don't support this idea, what is your vision and what different direction do you think 

the Trust should follow? 

  

1. Good job being done - need to maintain balance between diversified activities and too few 

projects.  Linking to other heritage attractions would be good.  

2. Continue to develop community-based activities on a modest, sustainable basis with reliable 

income streams.  

3. ---  

4. ---  

5. Deliver the original business plan.  

6. Do support the major development ideas, but need to be mindful of the different needs of site 

users and village community. Need to get the balance right between the expectations of self catering 

customers and number of visitors. If you are coming to bunkhouse and self catering, are you 

expecting to have hundreds of visitors walking past your holiday let?  

7. Tourist involvement could tie into to community involvement if creative avenues were 

followed. More huts need to be done up and used for community projects by Comrie residents. We 

should be getting in there and doing them up for refugees. Council will then have to agree to 

residential, which would make the place safer and allow evening/night use.  

8. The trust should focus on creating opportunities for business, enterprise, recreation, 

community gatherings, safe places and preserving the natural beauty of the landscape. What has 

happened to the work put into feasibility studies and previous consultations – nothing gets done 

except for more strategies.  

9. Skills and training opportunities for young people to learn new skills, gain work experience, 

start businesses.  

10. Smaller scale local benefits -  We like Comrie as it is.  

11. ---  

12. ---  

13. ---  

14.  … 

15. --- 

16. Preservation of a few sample huts would suffice with good documentation in small effective 

museum. Obscene to promote sick story of nasty Nazi officers murdering one of their number. Should 

register just a few Nissen huts and release others for development. Persons dressed as Nazis for re-

enactments should not be tolerated. Fanatical interest in WW2 memorabilia should not be allowed to 

cloud matters of greater importance to Comrie. Renovated Nissen huts as holiday facility is appalling 

commercialism.  

17. I DO support feasibility work BUT NOT at the expense of everything else. Heritage is just 

one part of a very complicated web of ideas, projects and developments – not all of which will come 

to fruition. What about the potential for other projects at the Camp other than heritage that have 

shorter-term planning, development and implementation periods than five years?  I am very concerned 

about the current financial stability of the Trust. If this foundation is not solid and there aren’t any 

short to medium-term plans to remedy this situation, ploughing ahead with grand plans that might / 

might not come to fruition in five to six years time seems irresponsible.  

18 --- 

  

  

   

  



Question 4. 

 

4. What would be the alternative developments you would want to see pursued by the Trust to 

meet your vision?  

  

1. Stick to the original objectives in the prospectus and newsletter (yes to camp as major visitor 

attraction) and don't start too many activities.  

2. More than enough activity included in the CDT plan for the next five years without major 

attraction. 

3. ---  

4. ---  

5. We've agreed these previously – deliver these.  

6.  Continue with a mixed development to get huts occupied, more opportunities for local 

business starts and social uses as well as heritage. Could encourage local business start-up which 

could service the heritage attraction.  

7. (sort of supports major development) Open up the opportunity and possibility of 1, 2, 3 huts 

being done up my Comrie community groups/individuals for their use. Sometimes the vision and 

locality comes afterwards.  

8. Sustainably designed and built units for artisan/small businesses. A local hub for large 

conferences or exhibitions. A digital hub for business and skills development.   

9. Team up with UHI and others to create a local training hub and community hub.  

10. ---  

11. Encourage more events.  

12. In addition to major visitor attraction – a community farm – run to provide food/profit for 

Comrie and allow local people to rent plots for small-scale farming activities. – maybe if/when 

Cultybraggan farm comes on the market?  

13. ---  

14. ---  

15. … 

16.  … 

17. I think that there are a lot of omissions, misunderstandings regarding the history of the Trust 

and miss-representations in the bulletin that was circulated to the village. The whole document seems 

to ignore the Scottish Government’s Climate Challenge Fund (CCF) and the Trust’s sustainability 

vision – the Trust was funded by CCF for 6.5 years to deliver projects that would contribute to a low 

carbon future – in the village and at the Camp. The Trust was initially a CCF Exemplar Project and 

subsequently a Revenue Raising Flagship Project – neither of which are mentioned in the document – 

these related to both the village and the Camp. The Trust’s Delivery Plan covered the following – 

renewable energy (heat / electricity), rural land use, transport, waste and behaviour change – at the 

Camp and in the village. There is no mention of the hydro feasibility studies within the village.  

18 Not applicable 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

  



Question 5. 

 

5. Whatever the direction, how does the Trust need to change to get greater community support 

and involvement?  

  

1. The trust is doing well – interesting to see questionnaire responses for an overall view.  

2. Identify more practicable opportunities for voluntary input. Concerns about further sale of 

land to service debt – contradicting original trust aims. There is a question about selling outlying 

parcels of land to concentrate investment in the main site.  

3. Gain support by proving the theory and delivering meaningful benefits and employment 

opportunities to the community.  

5. Just get on with what we agreed previously and clear the debt.  

6. Possibly more social events to get people engaged. Lots of people currently associate CDT 

with Cultybraggan– good to broaden this.  

7. The trust is gradually changing and settling into a feature of Comrie life.  Many residents have 

arrived since it set up so recognition and involvement will grow.   

8. Stop being so insular. Do what it set out to do – clear the debt, start to create an income for 

the future of the village and future generations - Stop trying to flog heritage utopia. Where have all the 

millions that the CDT got gone? Why are the staff paid so highly for such little delivery?  

9. Deliver what we have input to previous consultations. Focus on the community not the big 

wide world – they are looking out for themselves.  Drop the bureaucracy 

10. Explain why you need 4 staff posts. Seems you have alienated a lot of people in the village. 

12. It needs to engage more with local businesses (using their expertise/services) and local 

clubs/societies already in existence. Needs to be conscious of where developments may be seen to be 

competing with/distracting from local businesses and local clubs and societies.  

13. Tricky with such limited resources and some pretty negative people out there    Keep letting 

people know what you are doing. Most people don't take it in first or second or even third time. There 

are lots of great things happening but don't always hear it now not involved directly.  

14. To be more transparent and better communication, e.g. minutes of meetings should be easily 

seen (not just online but on various notice boards in village and at camp). 

15.  Better communication. Representation on the Community Council. Higher local visibility, fun 

events. Going to other groups on a regular basis to gauge opinion and feelings in the village. 

16. CDT has made such a mess of the community right to buy that it should sell up after 

persuading Historic Scotland to withdraw preservation orders on Nissen huts. Opportunities for good 

development by professionals has been compromised by piecemeal selling of parts of camp in order to 

remain solvent.  With appropriate controls substantial developments possible to benefit Comrie.  

17. There needs to be much more communication about existing activities and plans.  Good news 

as well as bad news. Minutes should be published and publicly displayed in a timely manner. The 

Trust Board had put in place a plan in May to get the CDT ‘House’ in order in terms of financial 

stability. It doesn’t appear that this has happened. Without a strong foundation there is little point in 

making grand plans as the Camp may not exist if the current activities are not bringing in the income 

they should be! It is indeed the Trust members that will decide the direction the organisation moves 

but it is up to the Board to navigate the way transparently, honestly and with integrity. It has been said 

many times over the years that the focus of the Trust is too CB oriented – what about the village?   

18 I do support the vision and think that while much of the work undertaken in the past has 

demonstrated progress that some of the activities particularly in the last few years have been pursued 

through expediency rather than planning and this has been detrimental. There have been some 

fantastic ‘green’ initiatives undertaken by the board in the past and these should now be built on to 

maximise investments such as the boiler/solar panels etc. I greatly support the allotments, orchard and 

the woodland preparations and would very much like to see them come to fruition. I welcome the 

board’s vision to maximise the heritage potential as an exciting development.  within and of itself, but 

also as a means to support a rich and broad agenda of community developments. It needs to reach out 

to the community on a more sustained and regular basis. The camp is essentially in terms of the 

community a means to an end of achieving profitability so that the trust can also undertake 

projects/improvements in the village.   


